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On the asymptotic estimate of the maximum likelihood 
of parameters of the spectral density having zeros 
M. S. GINOVIAN 
1. Introduction 
1. Let x,, /=0 , ±1, ••• be a stationary Gaussian time-series with 2s(jtf)=0 
and spectral density (SD) /(A). Suppose that the SD / is a function of an unknown 
vector parameter 0=(0 l 5 ...,0p)'€<9, where 0 is a bounded closed set in the p-
dimensional Euclidean space RP. We wish to obtain an estimate of this parameter 
from data consisting of a part of a realisation of the series, which will be assumed 
to be n consecutive observations denoted by xx, ..., xn. Obviously, we can consider 
the maximum likelihood estimate 8„ of the parameter 0: 
(1) Ln(8n- Z) = maxL„(0; X), v 
where L„(9;X) is the logarithm of the likelihood of the data X=(xt, ..., x„)'. 
The function Ln(9;X) can be written in the form (see [9], [11 J) 
(2) , L„(Q-,X)=-(\l2){n\n2n+\^tBntfg+X'B-}eX}, 
where Bn f =||ck_j(0)||1[ }=—n *s the Toeplitz matrix connected with the function 
/(A; 6). 
It follows from formulas (1) and (2) that in order to find the estimate BH, it is 
necessary to obtain the explicit expressions for detB„ f g and and this is a 
very difficult problem. Even in the simplest case of the first order autoregression 
the explicit expression for L„(6;X) is complicated (see [3]). 
Following WHITTLE [12] and WALKER [11], let us introduce the estimate B„ of 
parameter 9: 
(3) Ln0„;X) = max 1,(9; X), 
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where Ln(9;X) is "the main part" of the function L„(9;X) satisfying the con-
dition 
(4) n-**[Ln(9; X)-Ln(0; 0 as 
where the convergence is in probability. The estimate 0„ will be called the asymptotical 
estimate of the maximum likelihood (AEML). 
For the strictly positive S D case the asymptotical properties of the A E M L 0 „ 
were investigated by WALKER [ 1 1 ] and DZHAPARIDZE [ 3 ] . The case in which the 
SD has "weak" zeros independent of the parameter 0 was considered by the author 
[5]. In these papers it was shown that under wide conditions on the SD the func-
tion L„(9;X) can be chosen to have a much simpler form than Ln(9;X). Moreover 
the estimates 8n and 0„ are asymptotically equivalent, i.e. the estimate 9„ is also 
consistent, asymptotically normal and asymptotically efficient. 
In the present paper we generalize the abovementioned results to the case in 
which the SD has both "weak" and "strong" zeros of polynomial type, i.e. when 
the function /(A; 6) admits the representation 
(5) /(A; 9) = \Qm(eix)\2h(X; 9), " 
where Qm(e'x) ( |gm(0)| = l) is a polynomial of degree m with roots on the unit 
circle, which are independent of the parameter 9, and the function h(X; 9) has 
"weak" zeros also independent of the parameter 9. 
Note that a similar case was considered by DZHAPARIDZE [ 3 ] , [ 4 ] , but undef 
stronger restrictions on the function /(A; 9). Namely he assumed that the function 
/i(A; 0) is strongly positive and the polynomial has no multiple roots. 
2. The following notations will be used: L2f is the weight L2 space with weight / ; 
H„(f) is the space of polynomials of degree n, considered as a subspace of L2f ~, P{ 
is the projector from L2f to H„(f)\ G{(A, p) is the reproducing kernel of the space 
H„(f); || • \\f and ( • , • ) f are respectively the norm and inner product in L2f\ \A\f 
and Mil, are respectively the uniform and Hilbert—Schmidt norms of the operator 
AinL*. 
R e m a r k . In all notations the symbol / will be omitted if / ( A ) = L . 
We shall use the main result of [5], therefore for completeness of presentation 
we reproduce it here. 
T h e o r e m A [5]. Let the SD /(A; 0) of the stationary Gaussian time-series x, 
admit the representation (5), where Qm(eu) (|0m(O)| = l) is a polynomial of degree 
m with roots on the unit circle, which are independent of 9, and the function /J(A; 9) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
1. In /i(A; 0)=k(A; 0)+ti(A; 0), 9£0, 
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where u( • ; 0) and v(- ; 9) are bounded functions (v is the harmonic conjugate ofv) 
and |ML<7i/2; 
2- 2 \ak(9)\2 = o(l/fH), \k\Z-n 
3. 2 k(0) | 2 = o ( l / O ^ l n n ) ) , n — ; 
4. 2" \bk(0)\2 = o(l/(fnlnn)), n-oo, 
for all 0£&, where ak(9), ¿¿(0) and bk(9) are the Fourier coefficients of the func-
tions In h( • ; 0), h(' ; 0) and l//i( • ; 0), respectively. Then the limiting relation (4) 
holds, where the function Ln(9; X) is given by (2) and 
(6) 1t n 
L„(9\ X) =— (n/2){in2TI + ( 1 ßn) f lnh(X; 9)dX+(ll2n) f (!n(X)/h(X- 9))dX], 
— If —It 
where 
( 7 ) 4 ( 0 = ( 1 / " ) / / ^ ' U T ) G L Q ^ ( T , ^ ) \ Q M ( T ) \ 2 Z F ( D X ) W W ) 
is the generalized periodogram of xt. (Zf(dX) is the orthogonal stochastic measure 
« 
participating in the spectral representation of xt: x,= J exp (iXt)Z^(dX).) % — it 
2. Auxiliary results 
Let the functions /(A; 0) and h(X; 9) be connected by the relation (5). We have 
the obvious inclusion 
QMHNIF) Ü HN + M(H). 
Let us denote by N,„ the orthogonal complement of QmHn(f) in Hn+m(h): 
(8) H„+m(h) = QmH„(f)®N„. 
Denoting by G„+m(X, p), G^\X,p) and Rm(X, p.) the reproducing kernels of 
the spaces Hn+m, Hn(\Qm\2) and Nm, respectively, from (8) we have 
(9) Gn+m(A; ^ = Q M ) Q M G ^ J i ( X , f i ) + R m ( X , p ) . 
From (8) we also obtain that 
(10) P„+m = $n+Tm , 
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where PB+m, i>„ and Tm are the projectors from L2 to subspaces Ha+m, QmH„(\Qm\i) 
and Nm, respectively. 
The following assumptions will be made throughout the paper. 
Al. The true value 0O of the parameter 0 belongs to a bounded closed set & 
contained in an open set S in the /^-dimensional Euclidean space R". 
A2. If and 02 are any two points of 0, /(A; 0j) and /(A; 02) are not equal 
almost everywhere (A). 
A3. For SD/(A; 0) all the conditions of Theorem A are satisfied. 
Lemma 1. Let the partial derivatives d In /»(A; 9)/d9k, k=l,p, be continuous 
functions of (A, 9) for A€[-Tt, n], 8eS. Then for any 0^0 such that 01?i0o 
(0O is the true value of 9) 
( I D 
Um(l/«) ff№J>(X, t)Qm(k)QJt)\*r(t- 90, 90)/h(t; 90))dXdt = 
— It JT 
= / r( i ; 00 ,00^ , 
—n 
where 
r(t; 0O, 0i) = 1 ~h(t; 0o)/h(t] 0X). 
Proof . Under the given conditions we have (see [5, proof of Lemma 6]) 
(12) lim (1/n) / / |G„+m(A, t)\*r(t; 0O, QJ(h(X\ 0„)/fc(r; 00 )dXdt = 
— JI 
1t 
= J r(t; 90,91)dt. 
— * 
-To prove Lemma 1 it therefore suffices to show that 
(13) lim (1/«) ff[\Gn+m(X, OI2-|GiQ- |2(A, t)QM)QM2]X co w v 
— n 
Xr(t; 0O, 0i)(/i(A; 90)/h(t; O^dXdt = 0. 
It is easy to see that 
(14) //[|Gn+B>(A, Ol 2- t)Qm(X)QJt)\2\X 
— n 
Xr(i; 0o, 9i)(h(X-, 0o)/h(t; 0,))dXdt = tr(Pn+m(rjh0)Pn + mh0-<t>n(r01/h0)<Pnh0), 
where rm/ho and h0 are the operators of multiplication by the functions 
r(t; 0O, 0i)/'»(i; 0O) and h(t; 0O), respectively. 
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Therefore using formula (10) we obtain 
(15) tr(Pn+m(rJh0)Pn+mh0-<P„(r0Jh0)$nh0) = 
= tr (<t>n(rJh0)Tm h0+Tm(rJh0)<Pnh0+Tm(r01/h0) Tm h0). 
Further, using the inequalities (see e.g. [2]) 
(16) t r ^ f i j ^ M J U i f i J U , 
(17) M„L ^ i f r Mnl„ 
and the relation \An\llh=\(l/h)AJi\h, from (15) we find 
(18) (1/«) |tr(.Pn+m(r0Jh0)Pn+mh0-<Pn(r01lh0)<Pnh0)\ =s 
— ( № s u p Ir(A; 9)\[\4>n\h\Tm\1/h+\4>n\1/hirj^+j/^irj^irj,]. 
9,1 
The right-hand side of (18) tends to zero as n — s i n c e by Lemma 1 in [5] and 
by formula (10) 
sup \<P„\h and sup |^„|i /h 
n tl 
L e m m a 2. Under the conditions of Lemma 1 
(19) l im(l /«) / / I f G ^ a , t ) G ^ ( t , n ) Q m ( X ) 0 M X 
—It —It 
x | ß m ( 0 l 2 ( r 0 ; 00,edlh(r, e0))dtfh(x; eQ)h(p-, ejdxdp = f r»(/ ; e0,ojdt. —jt 
P roof . It is known that under the given conditions (see [5, proof of Lemma 6]) 
l im(l /«) / / I ¡Gn+JX,t)Gn+m(f, n)(r(t; 0 O , 0 ^ ; 0 „ ) ) d f x 
— 7t — JT 7t 
X h (/. ; 0O) h (n ; 0o) dX dp = J r-(t\ 0n, 0,) dt. 
— K 
Hence to prove Lemma 2 it is enough to show that 
(20) lim (1/«) f f [| / Cn+m(À, i)Gn+mU, /i)(r(/; 0O, 00/M'; O o ) ) -
— B —It 
- 1 / GißJ«(A, /)G]ßJ'(i, / i ) ß m a ) ä ^ ö | ß m ( O I 2 X —« 
X(r(f; 0O,0!)/A(f; 0O)) 0o)/i(^; 60)dXdp = 0. 
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It is easy to see that the relation (20) is equivalent to the following 
(21) lim [\\Pn+JroJho)Pn+mholl-\\0n(rJho)<Pnho\\l] = 0. /]-*-oo 
Using the well-known inequality (see [1]) 
\\AJi-\\BJl^\\An-BaU+2\\An-BnUBn\\h :• 
and the fact that 
II^Ooi/^AL ^ sup |r(A; 6)\\4>n\h\<Pn\1/h = o{l/n) x,e 
when n—oo (which follows from inequality (17) and Lemma 1 in [5]), it is easy to 
see that to prove (21) it suffices to show that 
(22) lim (lln)\\Pn+m(rJho)Pn+mho-0a(rJho)^M\l = 0. 71-»- OO 
From formula (10) we have 
Pn+Mho)Pn+mho-*n(r01lh0)<l>nh0 = Tm(roJh0)P„+mh0+$„(r01/h0)Tmh0. 
Using this fact, the inequalities (16) and ||4,2yhs||.i4Jfc|.B,I|fc, we find 
(lln)\\Pn+Mh0)Pn+mh0-<P„(rJh0)$nh0\\l^ 
^ (2/n){\\TJt\(rJh0)Pn+mh0\l+ \4>n\l\\(r01/h0)Tmh0\\l} S 
^ (2/n) sup |r(X; 0)|{||rj|,2sup |P n + m | f / A+| | r j | f / Asup |<i>J} - 0 x,e n n 
as n—oo, since by Lemma 1 in [5] and formula (10) 
sup|4>„|*<« and sup \PB+m\Vh 
a n 
Lemma 3. Let A„ be an nXn matrix such that \A„\—0 as and 
supM„||<oo. Then 
lim D n ( i T B + ^ ) - t r ( ^ ) + ( l / 2 ) | M n p ] = 0. 
The proof easily follows from inequality (V) in [2]. 
3. The asymptotic properties of AEML 9„ 
It follows from Theorem A, that the AEML &„ can be found from the relation 
Un(K\ X) = mm U„(d; X), 
where 
(23) Un(0- X) = (1/4TI) / [ I n h(k- 0)+(/„(A)/fc(A; 0))] dX. 
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1. Consistency of AEML 0„. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let the partial derivatives d In Vz(A; 9)/d9k, k=l,p, be continuous 
functions of (A, 0) for A£[—7i, n], 0ÇS. Thenthe AEML 9„ is consistent, i.e. @„—90, 
as in probability. 
We first establish three lemmas. 
Lemma 4. Let 0O be the true value of 6 and 9X be any other point of 0. Then 
there is a positive constant K(0O,01) such that 
(24) 
P roo f . From formulas (7) and (23) we have 
(25) W„ == U„(0O) — £/n(01)=(l/47r) f(lnh(f,0o)/h(f,01))dt+ 
—71 
+ (1/4*) f ï n m / h ( f , 0„)~1 /h(t; 9J]dt = 
— 1t 
= (1/4«) / ( I n h(t; 0o)/h(t; 9J dt+(l/4n«)///G^'2(A, /)GjfiJ'(r, 
Hence 
E ( » y = ( l / 4 j E ) / ( l n / t ( / ; 0O)//K/; 
—>t 
+ (l/4Tr«) ff\GlQJ'(X, t)\*\Qm(t)\2[llh(t; 0o)-l/h(f, 0X)]/(A; 0o)dAd/. 
Now using Lemma 1 we obtain 
(26) 
E T O = (1/47!) / l n ( h ( i ; 0o)/h(f, 9J)dt+( 1/4«) / [ 1 - / ! ( / ; 0O)/M'; 0,)]d/+o(l) . 
—ji —n 
By the obvious inequality 
(27) In 90)/h(t; 0,)) < (fc(f; 0o)/fe(f; 0 0 ) - 1 
(here by assumption A2 we have strict inequality) from (26) we obtain 
lim E(0Q = - / ( 0 0 , 0 j ) , say, where Z(0O, 0 j ) > 0 . 
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Also, from (25) we find 
—* — JT 
X|em(0l2[l/A0; 90) — l/h(t\ 0,)}dtff(l- 90)f(p; 90)dXdp. 
Hence by Lemma 2 we get 
Urn D ( f i W n ) = (l/4Tt) f [ l - h ( f , 90)fh(f, OJYdt <oo. 
— jr 
The desired result (24) then follows by a simple application of Chebyshev's inequality: 
K(90, 9t) can be any constant less than l(90, 9J. 
Lemma 5. Let 9^0 and 92£S be chosen such that | 0 2 — ( 8 possibly 
depending on 9J. Then there exists a number n 0 >0 such that for n s n , 
(28) |I7„(0i; X)-Un(92; X)\ ^ Ha,a(9x\X), 
where HSn=Hin(91-, X) is a random variable such that 
(29) limE (//,,„) = 0 uniformly in n ^ n0, 
and 
(30) lim D(H3J = 0. tl~oo 
Proof . From (25), using inequality (27), we obtain 
(31) \Un(9^-Un{9^\ ^ (l/4;r) / [l+/„(A)//i(A; G ^ l n ( h ( X ; 9J/h(X; 02))| dX. 
— * 
Let us denote by 
#*,«(»,> = 2 ' sup sup \dIn h(X\ 6)/d9k\, 
where 8(9^^8 is chosen so that the set {9; —0|s5(0!)} is contained in S. 
Then, by the mean value theorem, from (31) we get 
where 
(32) H ^ i ' , X) = WK)H6M f[l+In(t)/h(t; 9J]dt. 
—IE 
We now show that the random variable //¿ „(i^; X) satisfies the conditions (29) 
and (30). From (32) we have 
(33) E(/ / ,„) = № ) H 6 M + ( m ™ ) H B M x 
X f f \G]„Q-nP(X, t)Qm(t)\2(f(X; 91)/h(t; 91))dXdt 
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and 
(34) D(//,,„) = ((<5/ 4nn) HBl, ¿(o,))2 J J | f(G^\k;t)G^J\t,p)X 
—rt —n 
X\Qm(t)\*/h(t; 0J)dt¡2f(k; OJ/O,; 6,)dkdp. 
So it is easy to see that (29) follows from (33) and Lemma 1 while (30) follows from 
(34) and Lemma 2. 
Lemma 6 (WALKER [11]) . Let the random variable U„(9) satisfy the relation 
(28) for all 6j.e0, 62es such that | 0 I - 0 2 | « 5 possibly depending on 0J and 
H», X) satisfies the relations (29) and (30). Then 
P lim 0n = 0O, the true value of 0. H— co 
The proof of Theorem 1 now immediately follows from Lemmas 4, 5 and 6. 
2. Asymptotic normality and asymptotic efficiency of AEML 0„. Having estab-
lished the consistency of AEML 8„, we can go on to obtain the limiting distribution 
of the vector fn(9„—90) in the usual way by applying the mean value theorem to 
U}P0„)-U<í>(0O), i=l7p, where 17® denotes the partial derivative dUa(0)/d9¡, 
(U^(9o)=dUn(0)/d0¡|e=6o), and 0O is the true value of 0. Of course, further con-
ditions must be imposed on SD to ensure that the second order partial derivatives 
UffS)=d2U„/d0id0j satisfy a suitable continuity condition and that a central limit 
theorem can be applied to give the limiting joint distribution of YJt Ufp(0o), i = I , p. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let the functions d\nh(k\ 9)/d0k, k=l~p, be continuous in (A, 0) 
for A€[-7r, Jt], 0£S, and the functions d2 In h(k; 9)/d9jd9k, 9s In h(k; 9)ld9ld9jdOk, 
k,j,l=l,p, be continuous in (A, 9) for A£[— n, rc], 0€Ná(9o), where Ns(0o)= 
= {0; |0—0O|<<5} is some neighbourhood of 0O, and let the matrix T0=|¡y¡j(90) 
with 
ViAQo) = (1/4TT) / ( d i n f c ( A ; 0)/d0,),=flo(3Inh(k; 0)/d0j)9=9odk 
be non-singular. Then the limiting distribution of the vector fit 0„—9o) when n—°° 
is N(0, rj"1), and T0 is the limit (n—°°) of the Fisher information matrix. 
To prove this theorem we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, 
Plim UPm = lim E(C/p(0o)) = ry(»o) -n * 00 
where 0*=co0n+(l-a))0o€iV,(0o),Q&msl. 
P r o o f is similar to that of Lemma 9 in [5], and so is omitted. 
12 
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Lemma 8. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 the limiting distribution of the 
vector is N(0,r0). 
P r o o f . To prove this lemma it is sufficient to show that for any non-zero 
vector v=(v1,...,vp)' the random variable 
(35) 4 , ( 0 „ ) = - l = 
= fffG<U>(X, t)G^(t, /i) \Qm(t)\2^l^>dtZf(dX)WW)-
4n yn n\t, "o) 
/«( ' ; *«)«". 
— IT 
where 
0«)= ¿^(dinhO; 0)/d9k)B=eo, *=i 
has the limiting distribution N(0,y2/2), where 
« 
y2 = (l/2Tt) f a2(f, 90)dt = 2vT0v. 
— It 
Let us denote 
(36) «Fn(A, r, 90) = J t)G^\t, H) lQm(h[t"e^ 9 o ) dt. 
Since the function f„(A, (i; 90) is Hermitian-symmetric in (X, fi) and belongs to 
L\,, by Schmidt's theorem (see [10]) we get 
(37) V„(X, ¡1-, 0O) = 2 90)cpj(ji- 90), 
i 
where Vj(90), j=l7n, is the sequence of the eigen-values and (pj(X;60), 7=17«, 
is the sequence of the orthonormal. eigen-functions of the operator ^ „ ( a j h ^ ^ h ^ . 
The latter is an integral operator in generated by the kernel W„(X, n; 90). Now 
from (36) and (37) We have 
(38) r,„(90)= (1/4* ft) ffvn(X,p; 60)Z* {dX)WW) = 
—n 
= (1/4*^)1 Vj(9o) //>/(*;0)<PJ(m; 90)Z'(dX)Z?(dd = 
= W4n]/n) 2 v j ( 0 o ) | J <PJ(X; e0)Zf(dXf = ( 1 / 4 * ^ ) 1 ^ . ( 0 0 ) ^ ( 0 0 ) , 
/=i • - 5 i -* 
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where yj(0o)= J <pj(X; 60)Zf(dX),j=l, n, is a sequence of independent identically 
N(0,1) distributed random variables. 
It is well known that the chi 
nB(60) has the form (see [7], [8]) 
aracteristic function Q>„n(a) of the random variable 
(39) < ? „ » = / 7 ( 1 -(iav,(0,)/4* 
j=i 
Therefore from (35), (38) and (39) it follows that the characteristic function <pA (a) 
of the random variable An (0O) has the form 




ln<pJn(a) = - (1 /2) 2 In (1 -(¿av7.(0o)/47t fa ¡An) f a(t; 60)dt. 
Using the inequalities (16), (17) and Lemma 1 in [5] it is easy to show that 
(l[]fn)\$a(a0lh0)$nh0\h — 0, 
sup (l / /«) |*n(a0 /fco)*AIU 
n 
Therefore by Lemma 3 we have 
= lim f i n d e t k - « P B 0nhoY n-~L I 4nfnh0 ) 
+tr U iga° s h0\-- <P iaa° r 4nh0Yn J 2 4jih0Y~n 
Further, by Lemma 1 we have 
l i m f t r f a ( t ; 9 0 ) d t ] = 0, I v 4nh0fn ' 4% i 
and by Lemma 2, 
12 II 4nh0fn h 4n _J i 
+ 
-*.Ä. |f l = 0. 
12* 
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Therefore from (40) and (41) we obtain 
n 
lim In ç>4n(a) = — (cc2/4n) [ a*(f, 90)dt. oo J —Jt 
Thus the random variable A„(60) has the limiting distribution N(0, y2/2). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since C/1p)(Ôn)=0, j=T7p, by the mean value theo-
rem we have 
(42) o = u p 0 n ) = up(do)+Ziêni-Oodu^m, 
i=1 
where 9*=co9n+(l-a))90£Ns(90), O^co^l . The relation (42) may be re-
written as 
(43) -YHuu>(9 0 )= t=i 
Now by Lemma 7 
P lim U^(9t) = yij(90), 
ft—oo . 
and by Lemma 8 the random vector ( - fn U^(90), ..., -]/n U^(9„))' has the 
limiting distribution N(0,ro). Therefore (43) implies that the vector ]ffy (9„—90) 
has the limiting distribution N(0, T^"1). 
Finally, let us show that the matrix T0 is the limit (n of the Fisher informa-
tion matrix. This statement follows from the following relation 
l i m ( l / « ) D ( l v J L M / d e , ) = lim ( 1 / « ) D ( 2 vM'>(9)) = 
rt—oo J = ; j 
= lkn(l /«)D((l /4^) / / / ^ J S ( A , i ) G ^ \ t , ri\QmQWx —« 
X(a(t; 9)/h(t; 9))dtZ'(dX)Z'(dfi) — (1/4TC) f a ( t ; 0)dt) = 
— * 
= lim (1/471«) f f l /G^ ' t (A,7)Gj 1 «J , ( / , / i ) | 0 m ( i )Px 
—n — « 
X ( a 0 ; 9)lh(t; 9))dt\f(X; 9)/(p- 9)dXdfi = (l/4rt) / a a ( < ; 0)di, 
— « 
where, as before, v=(vlt ..., vp)' is a non-zero vector and 
ait-, 9)= J > d l n f c ( i ; 9)/d0,-. 
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4. Confidence regions for the parameter 0 
The further arguments are based on the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let 0n be an arbitrary consistent, asymptotically normal and 
asymptotically efficient estimate of the parameter 0 and let the random matrix J^ = 
= lly/ylljy=vp be an arbitrary consistent estimate of the limit r0 of the Fisher informa-
tion matrix. Then the limiting (n—oo) distribution of the statistic 
(44) S2= n 2 (Pm-OoKKj-Ws 
0=1 
is the x2-distribution with p degrees of freedom. 
Proof . It is easy to see that 
Plim n 2 (dm-OodCdnj-dojM-yM] = o . 
i j = 1 
Hence the limiting distribution of the statistic is the same as that of 
(45) n 2 (L-eoi)(dnj-oOJ)yij(80). 
0=1 
Transforming the vector fn (9n—0O) to a vector i via the unitary transformation V 
such that the matrix V'F0V is diagonal, we obtain 
n0n-0oYFo0„-0o) = 2 {?/*?, i=l 
where is the i-th component of £ and a] is its variance. The random variables 
i = l , p , converge in probability to independent normal random variables with mean 
0 and variance of, i=l,p. Therefore the random variable (45) and hence the sta-
tistic has the limiting ^-distribution with p degrees of freedom. 
Thus we have shown that for every interval [a, /?] the relation 
(46) a <«(§B-0o)'r+(0n-0o)<0 
P 
has limiting probability J xl(x) dx. If a and JS are chosen so that 
s 
e 
f xl(x)dx = 1 - e , « > 0 , 
a 
then the set of values of 9 satisfying (46) will be a confidence region for 0O with asym-
ptotic confidence level e. 
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